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Introduction 

W. Hanf proved in [3] the existence of a zerodimensional compact 

Hausdorff space with infinitely many isolated points, from which n iso

lated points, but not 1, 2, ••• or n-1 can be removed without changing 

the space topologically. The construction was given in terms of Boolean 

algebras. 

Later:,. in [2], R. Engelking constructed in a purely topologicaL.J 

way a zerodimensional compact Hausdorff space with infinitely many iso

lated points with the much weaker property that no isolated point can 

be removed without changing the space topologically. 

In this note we shall describe a very simple, purely topological 

example with the properties of the example of Hanf. Moreover a partial 

solution will be given to the ;groble:r:p.,for which Hausdorff spaces X no 

points of the Alexandroff duplicate Xu X' (as described in [2]) can be 

left out. 
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§ 1. Main Example· 

S~ denotes the Cech-Stone compactification of@. ~ 1, @2 , .•• , @n_ 1 
are n-1 disjoint copies of~- The elements of Ni are denoted by 

1., 2., 3., .... 
J. J. J. 

Let X be the set S@ u @1 u .•• u ~n_ 1, supplied with the topology 

generated by the following sets: 

a) 

b) 

all singletons {k.} and {k} fork EN, i < n 
J. 

. _ ( 1) (m) 
allsetsOu{k.:keOnN,i-1,2, ••• ,n-1,k . .tx , ••. ,x} 

for O an open s~bsetr0 of S~ and {x( 1), ••• ,x(m)} an 
1 

arbitrary finite 

subset of ti u ~ 1 u • • • u N 1 • n-

X will be the example. Notice that Xis compact and that Wu ti1 u ••. u Nn_ 1 
is the set of isolated points of X. For n = 1, X = ~N and for n = 2, X 

is a subset of the Alexandroff duplicate of SN. Next we define the map 

TI: X + S~ by TIX= x for x E SN and Tik. = k for i < n and k E w. Now let 
J. 

f be a homeomorphism from X into, not necessarily onto itself. 

LEMMA 1 .1. For at most finitely ID-any :p~rs) (k~i) with k,£ N" andni < n 

Tifk, .t Tifk. 
J. 

Proof. Suppose for infinitely many pairs (k,i), Tifk . .t.n·fk. Then for 
J. 

some i < n there are infinitely many k E ~ such that Tifk . .t Tifk, We may 
J. 

even choose an infinite::'.set A c IN such that TifA n Tif{k. :kEA} = ~ .• Dis
J. 

joint subsets of W have disjoint closures in SN, so ~f.A and Tif{k.:kEA} 
J. 

have disjoint sets of accumulationpoints. By compactness, these sets of 

accumulationpoints are not empty so they are different. However, it is 

easily seen that for each subset Y of X, TIY and Y have the same accumu

lationpoints. If we choose Y = {k.:kEA} and keep in mind that f is a 
J. 

homeomorphism, then it follows that fA and f{ki:kEA} have the same 

accumulationpoints. Because the same holds for TifA and Tif{k.:kEA}, a 
J. 

contradiction follows. D 

THEOREM 1.2. Xis a zerodimensional compact Hausdorff space with count

ably many isolated points, from-which n isolated points, but not 12 2 2 

• • • 2 n-1 can be removed by a homeomorphism • 
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Proof. L~t f: X-+ X be any homeomorphism. First we have to s-how that 

lx\fXI ~ 1, 2, .•• , n-h We may suppose that lx\fxl is finite. Sl\l\N is 

the set of non-isolated points, so points of SW\@ are mapped onto points 

of SN\@ and points of IN u @1 u ••• u Nn_1 are mapped onto points of 

Nu w1 u ••• u 1Nn_ 1• Thus f(SIN\@) equals S@\IN, maybe with the exception 

of a finite number of (nonpisolated) points which are member of SIN\ti but 

not of f(SN\IN). Since f(SN\@) is compact, it follows that f(S@\W) = S@\JN. 
( 1 ) (k) 

Now suppose that {x , ••. ,x } is the set of points x for which 
(1) (k} ➔ 1 

1rfx ~ 1rf1rx. Then for some finite subset B of IN, {x , ••• ,x } ~ 7T B. 

The choice of Band the previous rem¥ks yield that x € f(X\1r- 1B) is 
-1 ( -1 ) ( -1 ) -1 equivalent to 7T 1rx .=. f X\1r B. Thus X\f X\1r B can be written as 7T C 

with Ca finite subset of IN. Hence IX\f(X\1r- 1B)I is a multiple of n. 

Since lf1r- 1BI =l1r- 1BI is also a multiple of n, this is also true for 

I X\fX I , so I X\fX I ~ 1 , 2, •.• , n-1 • 

The only thing that still has to be done is to find a homeomorphism 

that removes exactly n points from X. Define gk = k+1 fork€ IN, This 

map can be extended to a homeomorphism g' from SIN onto SN\{1}. Moreover, 

if we define g'(ki) = (k+1)i, we obtain a homeomorphism from X onto 

X\ { 1 , 11 , 12 , •.. , 1 n-1 } • 0 
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§2. For which Hausdorff spaces X no point of the Alexandroff duplicate 

can be left out by a homeomorphism? 

For Xis a Hausdorff space, let X' be a set-theoretical copy of X 

and let x + x' be a fixed ~:j--ect:i--mi from X to X'. Take for a base for 

the topology all sets {x'} for x € X and all sets {OuO') \ {x1,x2, ... ,~~} 
for O open in X and x1 , ..• , xn arbitrary points of X. The set: Xu X', 

supplied with this topology, is called the Alexandroff duplicate of X. 

Alexandroff defined this space for a circle in [1] as an example of a 

compact :cfirst countable Hausdorff space wit {o isolated points. 

Engelking generalized the construction to arbitrary Hausdorff spaces in 

[2]. If Xis compact, then Xu X' is also compact. Define TI: Xu X' + X 

by TI(x') = x and TI(x) = x. It is easily seen that for ,~acg A c X u X', 

TIA and A have the same accumulationpoints. 

THEOREM 2.1. If X contains a convergent sequence or an infinite closed 

discrete subset, in particular.if Xis first countable, then each iso

lated point of Xu X' can be left out. 

Proof. Let (x.). be a convergent sequence or a sequence without limit-
1 1 

points in X. Then the map which sends x! onto x! 1 for i €~and which 
1 1+ 

is identity on all other points, is a homeomorphism from Xu X' onto 

(XuX') \ {x1}. This proves the theorem, because each two isolated points 

can be interchanged by a homeomorphism which is :· iden~ity on the other 

points. □ 

THEOREM 2.2. If every sequence in X has at least two limitpoints and 

quasicomponents are points and X contains no (or at most finitely many) 

isolated points 2 then no point of Xu X' can be left out • 

• 
Proof. Suppose f: Xu X' +Xu X' is a homeomorphism that removes one 

point, x0 , from X. X has no isolated points, so f maps X' into X' and 

X into X, thus f has an inverse g: X \ {x0} + X. Add a new isolated 

point p to X u X'. Extend g to a homeomorphism g': (XuX') \ ~ {x
0

} + .. 

+Xu X' u {p} as follows: 
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g' (x') = y' with y = g(x) for X ;t; X 
0 

Then (g' 0 f)- 1 : Xu X' u {p} +Xu X' is a homeomorphism that leaves out 

exactly one isolated point from a space which is apparently homeomorphic 

to X u X' arid (g' 0 f)- 1 a.s identity:· on- the non-isolated points. 

Now suppose that f is a homeomorphism that removes one point x0 
from X'. Let g be the inverse off on X and g' the extension of g over 

Xu X' defined by g'(x') = y' for y = g(x). Then g' 0 f also is a homem

morphism on Xu X' that leaves out exactly one isolated point and is 

identity: on X .. 

So we may assume that f leaves out a point x0 of X' and is identity 

on X. Consider the sequence S = {x0,f(x0),f2(x0), ... }. Observe that all 

terms are different. By choice of X, ~s (thus S too) has (at least) two 

accumil.J.ationpoints. All accumulationpoints are in X. Call these two 

accumulationpoints x 1 and x2• Becaus.e the quasicomponents of X are points, 

Xis i'he topological sum of two disjoint clopen subsets A1 and A2 , such 

that x1 E A1 and x
2 

E A2 • This partition induces a partition of S into 

two infinite subsets( ~1,,and s2 -: ~i = {xES,:~xEAi}. Note that each 

accumulationpoint of Si is in Ai. Now s1 n f-
1s2 is infinite too. Hence 

s1 n f- 1s
2 

has some accumulationpoints, which are all in the closed set 

A
1

. The accumulationpoints of f(S 1nf-
1s2 ) are all in the closed set A2 , 

because f(S 1nf- 1s
2

) c s2 • But they are also elements of fA1 = A1. So the 

assumptiom that f removes one point leads to a (:•contradiction. Actually, 

the same proof yields that f cannot remove any non-empty subset of X' 

without removing some part of X too. 

COROLLARY 2.3. No point and no set of isolated points can be removed 

from (13N,XN) u ( 8N\N)' by a homeomorphism. 

□ 

THEOREM 2.4. If every sequence in X has at least two limitpoints and if 

Xis extremally disconnected, then no point of Xu X' can be left out. 
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The proof goes very much like the proof of theorem 1.2. In parti

cular, we need the lemma: 

LEMMA 2.5. If X fulfils the conditions of the theorem and if f is a 

homeomorphism from Xu X' into Xu X', then nfx = nfx' for almost every 

X € X. 

Proof of the lemma. Suppose nfx ~ nfx' for infinit~ly many x € X. Then 

there exists an infinite set A c X such that nfA n nfA' = ¢. In the ,

present case, we cannot conclude that fA and fA' have different accumu

lationpoints. But we shall find an infinite set D c A such that 

nfD u nfD' is discrete and then we are through (because of extreme dis

connectedness of X). •'First we choose an infinite ci:iscrat:e subset Y of 

nfA (each infinite Hausdorff space has an infinite discrete subset) and 

choose B '5_.A such that nfB = Y. Similarly we can find an infinite set 

Cc B such that nfC' is discrete. Now it is still possible that 

nfC' u nfC is not discrete, so we shall carry out another, last step. 

We may assume that nf is one-to-one on C u C 1 • Under this assumption 

there exists a canonical one-to-one correspondence F between nrc and 

nfC' : y = nfc ~ Fy = nfc' • Now choose y 1 € nfC and a closed neighbor

hood v1 in X for y 1 such that v 1 n nfC = {y1} and nfC'\V1 is infinite 

and contains Fy1• Define D1 = {c€C:nfc~V1 and.~-!'c'~V1}. D1 is infinite 

and Fy1 € nfD1. Choose a closed neighbo:nhood: w1 in X for Fy1, such 

that nfD1 n w1 = {Fy1} and nfD 1\w1 is infinite. Choose w1 disjoint from 

v 1• Define c 1 = {cED 1:nfc~w1 and nfcl~w1}. c 1 is infinite. Choose 

y2 € nfc 1 and a closed neighborhood v2 of y2 , such that v2 n (v1uw1) = ¢, 

v2 n nfC 1 = {y2}, nfC1\v2 is infinite and Fy2 :~ v2 . Define 

D2 = {cEC 1:nfc~V2 and nfc'iV2}. D2 is infinite and Fy2 € nfD2. Choose a 

closed neighborhood w2 of Fy2 , such that w2 n (v1uw1uv2 ) = ¢, 
w2 n nfD2 = {Fy2} and nfD2\w2 is infinite. ·.nefine c

2 
= {cED2 :nfciw2 and 

nfc'~W2}. Again c2 is infinite. Now it should be clear how to repeat the 

procedure infinitely many times. The result ,is an infinite tci.is.erete set 

{y.}. u {ey.}. of the form TifD u nfD'. Since~ is extremally disconnected, 
1 1 1 1 · 

nfD' and nfD have different (in fact disjoint) closures, whilst they 

should have the same, non-void set of accumulationpoints. For f is a 

homeomorphism and D and D' share all accumulationpoints. Contradiction. 

□ 
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Proof of the theorem. This is an obvious modification of the proof of 

theorem 1 . 2. □ 

COROLLARY 2.6. No point of S~ u (S~)• can be removed by a homeomorphism. 

Proof. Apply compactness of SW for the non-isolated points of Sfi. D 

REMARK 2.7. Lemma 2.5 is not generally true if Xis not extremally dis

connected. Choose e.g. X = SN u (SN)' and define fn = n', fn' = n and f 

is identity on all other points of Xu X'. Of course this space is not 

a counter example to the theorem. 

REMARK 2.8. Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 can be generalized by taking n-1 copies 

x1 , .•. , X 1 of X instead of one. Take as a base for the topology all 

sets {x.} ~;r x EX and i < n, and all sets (ouo
1
u ••• uo 

1
)\{p( 1) , •.. ,p(k)}, 

. i .. · { (1) (~)} b" . . n-O : open in .X, p , ••• ,p r an ar itrary finite subset of x1 u .•• u Xn_ 1. 

Then we can prove that one cannot leave out i points for i = 1, 2, ... , n-1. 

Moreover, if one point can be left out from X, then multiples of n can be 

left out from Xu x1 u u Xn_ 1. Thus we see that SN u SN1 u ••• u SNn_1 
also has all properties mentioned in theorem 1.2, except the number of 

isolated points. 

REMARK 2.9. In the proof of theorem 2.1 we only use the prpperty that 

X u X' has a sequence of isolated points .which either converges or has 

no limitpoints at all. Thus if a space Y has these properties, then Y is 

homeomorphic to Y\{y} for any isolated pointy E Y. Moreover, Hanf 

mentiones in [3] a result of R.L. Vaught that eveey. zerodimensional 

separable compact Hausdorff fi°I?aC~ X with infinitely many isolated points 

is homeomorphic to X\{x} for every isolated point x of X. 
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